
Parishioners / Parents,  

STA Building and Grounds, School leadership, the Parish Council and the Capital Campaign Committee 

would like to communicate the ongoing repair status of a few campus facilities issues. As a direct result 

of the generous support of the Capital Campaign donors we are now able to begin repair on our campus 

facilities most urgent projects.  

Gym / Library / Computer Lab Structure / Roof Repairs: 

Problem: The concrete/masonry superstructure of the gym must be repaired and the leaking roof must be 

replaced. Very similar to how pot holes form in a road, the pre-cast concrete columns that carry the load 

of the gym roof have cracked. Water has infiltrated and frozen causing deterioration of the concrete. Year 

after year the cracks become larger, freeze again, and the cracks continue to grow. Various masonry joints 

have deteriorated and the original copper flashing has failed. The flat roof has many penetrations, failed 

sealants, inadequate slope to drains, and has reached the end of its useful life.  

Solution: STA is working with ARSEE Engineering to finalize the concrete/masonry repair needs. 

Engineering is complete. Bid documents for contractors are being developed. The precast columns are 

going to be repaired once the freeze/thaw cycle of the winter months has passed. Likewise the masonry 

joints will be repaired and caulked and new flashing will be installed. Project completion is expected late 

spring 2018. 

Once the concrete/masonry structure has been repaired the gym/library/computer lab flat roof will be 

replaced. The new roof will include proper slope to the existing drains. Project completion is expected 

summer 2018. 

Meanwhile, the existing roof is in BAD shape. STA maintenance and outside contractors are continuously 

patching the holes as stop gap measures. It seems once one hole is identified and patched, two more 

emerge in its place. This battle will continue through the spring rains and we are working to find other 

cost effective temporary solutions until the permanent new roof is installed this summer. 

Sanctuary - West Wall Leaking: 

Problem: The west wall of the sanctuary has moisture problems and during heavy rains, water enters the 

structure. The unique design of the STA sanctuary roof system and location of existing roof drain lines 

makes water removal a challenge. 

Solution: Again, STA is working with ARSEE Engineering to determine the extent of the ongoing 

problem. A contractor will be “scoping” the existing roof drain with a camera to ensure that drain lines 

have not failed in the sanctuary wall or underground. There have also been issues identified with the 

flashing design between the roof membrane and wall system. This flashing will be repaired, the roof edge 

fascia will be replaced, masonry will be chemically cleaned, the window and door frame damage will be 

repaired, and carpet tiles will be replaced. STA is approaching the land owner adjacent to our property to 

discuss the trimming of the trees in attempt to eliminate the leaf debris. Project is underway, anticipated 

completion is summer 2018, depending on extent of damage identified.  
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